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Dear Authors,

The study aims to evaluate air quality in multiple areas of Lead City University in Ibadan, Nigeria, where temperature has

a considerable influence on everyday living. The paper is well-written and arranged; however, it might benefit from more

extensive analysis and better presentation. Here are some important suggestions:

1. The fundamental goal of the research could be made clearer and more succinct.

2. The introduction could be properly connected to allow a seamless flow of information. Add latest research to establish

why? and What? in the article.

3. Clearly describe the measuring tools utilized, including their limitations, measurement limits, and accuracy. This will

improve data reliability.

4. Include a map that depicts the location of measurement stations, topography conditions, the prevailing wind direction,

and any adjacent industrial operations that may impact pollution levels.

5. Improve the manuscript's format by addressing concerns like numerous blank spaces, which make it appear more like

a study proposal than a research paper.

6. Use an array of strategies to compare outcomes to acknowledged standards and explain the findings in further detail,

including ideas for improvement. A long-term investigation would increase the validity and robustness of the findings.

Overall, while the paper discusses an important worldwide topic that affects many places, it needs more detail and better

structure. These enhancements will make it a more helpful resource for experts in the field, particularly those in

comparable climates. Good luck!!!
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